King's Seti II, statues were found in Upper Egypt especially at Karnak, standing, seating, offering stela or Naous, group-statue and sphinx.
-62 -death were mentioned on a hieratic ostracon that he reined six years 3 . Sethi II's wifes were: Takh c t II, Ta-wsrt (the second wife who was his successor) and Tia-a, his sons were: prince Sethi mry n pth (after his father) and Ramesses-Siptah (the son of Tiaa who ruled with his stepmother Tawsrt after the death of his father) 4 . The monuments of Sethi II are scanty, the most imposing, is a small temple or shrine in the forecourt of Karnak and his welldecorated Tomb KV15 which was discovered at the Valley of the Kings where he was represented similar to his actual sculptures. His mummy was found and removed in KV35 (The Tomb of Amonhotep II), speaks of him as a young or middle-aged man 5 .
Sethi II, statues are: -Six statues representing the king as a standard-bearer of Amon. 7 . The location of these statues is apparently modern their original placement as knowing, unidentified. It was preferred to leave them where they had been.
Doc. 1: The first statue
A headless standing statue of Sethi II as a standard-bearer of Amon was made of reddish brown quartzite and found insitu in the temple of Amon-Re at Karnak-Great Hypostyle Hall (south portion). It sets up now north the 70 th column facing east ( fig.1 ) 8 . The king stands in striding pose with his left leg forward. The legs are broad and flat on the base. His arms are fully extended to his body. He holds between the left arm and his body a standard which topped with the insignia of the god Amon (ram), but it is missing now. The hand which holds the standard is flat while the right fist is doubled, it was found in one of the magazines of Karnak and it was affixed to the statue.
Behind there is a dorsal pillar clock-pillar for protecting the statue which almost had the same height of the standing pharaoh (two meters high).
He wears perhaps a short-heaving wig some of which covers his right broken ear now and a wsht necklace can be seen on his chest. The king also wears a pleated kilt which is decorated with a wild-cat face on the central tap whose end is adorned with a row of seven uraues serpents with sun disk on their heads. fig.9-12 ) 15 . The king wears a long pleated kilt with central tab decorated with the face of wild cat and seven uraeus serpents with sun disks on his head. He also wears sandals in his feet. On the left side between the left leg and the Back-pillar a relief of the king's queen perhaps Takhaat II? Stands and faces left, but the inscriptions were erased. Inscriptions are badly preserved. They mostly consist of the names and the titles of the king appear on the base, back-pillar, the left and the standard as follows: statues prove that she was the chief wife who was practicing one of her traditional duties on festivals with her husband side by side as a high priest of Egypt. -72 - facing west-Karnak.
-75 - -77 - Fig. 9 The base of the 2 nd statue (left, right, front).
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